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Editorial. 
THE watchword during the late presidential canvass was "Reform"! It was echoed and re-echoed by both politi-
cal parties from Maine to Texas, from Florida to Oregon. The 
throats of noisy stump orators were made hoarse through their 
frantic appeals for "Reform." The ears of the groundlings 
were split by the shouts of Democrats and Republicans alike for 
"Reform. " And since both of these mighty champions of pub-
lic morality came so near winning the race that neither yet knows 
which is the victor, we think it may be safely claimed that the 
people have rendered a verdict in favor of "Reform. " There is 
no manner of doubt that honest people always desire a reform 
whenever or wherever there is dishonesty, either in public affairs 
or in private affairs. There is no doubt that the incorruptible 
desire a reform from corruption, and that the patriotic desire to 
be similarly relieved from that blind partisanship which would 
sacrifice everything at the shrine of faction. 
But the question is how are these reforms to be effected? Where 
are they to begin? Whm are they to begin? How are they to 
be made th~ most thorough and complete? And last, but not 
least, who are to become the reformers? We are accustomed to 
say that parties are corrupt. How then are the dishonest and 
the corrupt to reform dishonesty and corruption? Do men 
gather grapes of thorns or figs of thistles? NO 'more can corrup-
tion put on_ incorruption or dishonesty and wrong clothe them-
selves in the spotless garments of righteousness and purity. No j 
the simple truth is that political parties spring up from the mass 
of the people. Parties and politicians, however dishonest and 
corrupt, are of the people. They are the people organized for 
political conflict. When, therefore t part!e~ a,nd politicians are 
charged with corruption, it is implied either that the people are 
themselves corrupt, or that their self-constituted leaders are so. 
If the leaders, that is, the professional politicians, alone be cor-
rupt, then it is a sad commentary upon the intelligence and 
virtue of the rank and file of both parties, that is to say, of the 
people themselves, that they permit them to remain in place and 
power. 
That species of honesty which will wink at dishonesty in oth-
ers is no honesty at all. It is a mere pretense. That sort of 
honesty which will not do its best to expose and defeat dishonesty 
wherever found is a delusion and a snare. That private citizen 
claiming to be upright in private affairs, who yet knowingly aids, 
abets, and upholds corruption and wrong in public affairs, is 
simply himself at heart a knave. He is worse. He is a traitor 
to the cause of-morality and good government. He is a curse 
to society. The man who will swindle the Government will 
swindle his neighbor iflle has an equal chance to escape detec-
tion. Public corruption is merely the outcropping of private 
corruption. 
So then, since parties and party leaders are of the people, 
their dishonesty and corruption may be readily traced back to 
its real source. There are dishonest people who are neither 
politicians nor public officers, and there are politicians and pub-
lic officers who are not dishonest. Dishonest citizens make 
dishonest public servants. Corrupt men in private life will be 
corrupt, still, in public life. On the other hand, the truly pure 
and honest in private life will be none the less so in public sta-
tion. A genuine reform, then , must be secured by electing only 
the virtuous, the capable, thf' honest , and the incorruptible to 
places of responsibility and trust. If the great majority of the 
people be truly honest, truly intelligent, and truly capable of 
participating in public affairs, there will be little chance for dis-
honesty and corruption to creep into public places. Such a 
people will have the penetration to discern, the virtue, wisdom 
and patriotism to elect only the hones-t and the worthy to office. 
But with every fifth voter an illiterate, and with two-fifths more 
but a few steps removed from it, indifferent, uninformed, incapa-
ble of comprehending public questions or of scrutinizing the 
character and qualifications of candidates for public place, it is 
preposterous to expect exemption from the curse of incapacity 
and malfeasance in office, from the tyranny, injustice and violence 
of partisian strife, or the manifold other evils that menace 
the peace and prosperity of the country_ 
It is manifest, therefore, that the work of genuine reform must 
begin at home. It must begin in private life . The reformers 
themselves must be reformed. The work of reform must begin 
at the ultimate source of all political pmver Public morality 
and virtue can have no secure basis but in private morality and 
virtue. The reform of parties, to be true and lasting, must neces-
sitate the reformation of a large mass of citizens who ought to be 
better instructed and more wisely educated. It must begin with 
the children, that shopld be trained to be intelligent, prudent, 
honest, virtuous, clear sighted, self-reliant, patriotic, and brave. 
The foundation of good citizenship can be laid' only in childhood. 
The habits then formed, the tendencies then developed, and the 
tastes fqstered , whe~~e~ for ~ood o~ evil t are qecjsjve of the whole 
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future. The grand question then is, what shall be the character 
of the influences, the training, or in other words, the education 
of this seed time of human life? 0 for the statesmanship thaf 
can penetrate through shams, shadows, subterfuges, and secondary 
causes to the perception of this primal truth in social and politi-
cal economy, and to the inauguration of a policy that shall put it 
into practice throughout the length and breadth of the great 
republic! 
It cannot be too frequently or impressively affirmed that edu-
cation is the chief moulding power oj naHom, as o'f individuals. 
As "a man is what he is principally through education," so 
nations, which are but aggregations of individuals, must shape 
their characters through a wise and generous education of thei'r 
children and youth. What is the testimony of history as to the 
potency of this power? Everybody knows to what dire extrem-
'ties Prussia was reduced by the wars of the first Napoleon . It 
is well known that at the battle of Jena, in 1816, her whole 
military force was annihilated; that within a week thereafter 
e.very scattered division of her army fell into the hands of the 
enemy; that the conqueror took up ' his quarters at Berlin, 
emptied the arsenal, and stripped the capital of its art treasures ; 
that by the treaty of Tilsit the Pruss ian ' King was deprived of 
half of his dominions; that a French army, two hundred thou-
sand strong, was quartered upon his resources until the end of 
the year 1808 ; that Napoleon exacted of Prussia a hundred and 
twenty millions of fr~ncs after her principal sources of income 
had been appropriated by him, either to himself or allies ; that 
to meet these exactions, loans were made, while her own armies 
Il)ust be recreated, bridges rebuilt, and ruined fortifications re-
paired, and that so great was the public extremity that the Prus-
sian ladies sent their ornaments and jewels to supply the royal 
treasury. 
It is needless, however, further to describe the utter straits to 
which the prostrate nation was reduced. The point to which 
we desiTe especially to draw attention is the broad statesmanship 
that was able to rise superior to the calamities of the hour, and 
strike out the true path to national regeneration, and to a more 
than complete restoration of that material, moral, and political 
power which is embodied in the United Germany of to-day. 
The whole story is told in this single sentence: "The Minister 
of Public Instruction begs you to believe and to assure M. Pes-
talozzi that this cause is the interest of the Government, and of 
his majesty the King, personally, who are convinced that libera-
tUm from extraordinary calamitz'es is .fntt'tless, and only to be 
effected by a thorough improvement oj the people's education. " In 
accordance with this declaration, the most thorough and effect-
ive measures were inaugurated for the "improvement of the 
people's education." Schools were reorganized; teachers' 
seminaries were established; the most se;trching system of 
mspecbon and supervision was put in operation; and school at-
tendance was made 'obligatory. The consequences were that tlte 
whole people were educated, the national resources were developed, 
' prosperity restored, and within two generations of the humiliat-
ing events just narrated, Prussia returned to her enemy the bit-
ter cup so mercilessly pressed to her own lips in 1806. The 
French territory was invaded, the empire was' overthrown, thl! 
~hird Napoleon was a prisoner, Paris itself was captured, and 
the teIlJlS of peace were dictated to a prostrate foe. Is it possi-
ble for any lesson to be more instructive? Is it possible for the 
veat republic to profit by \t? ~ all abqses spring either from 
ignorance or wrong, so the reformation of all abuses, as weil as 
recuperation from all disasters, must be effected by reforming 
and" improving the people's e~ucation.," 
Civil service. reform has passed the conventions and found its 
way into presidential platforms, and into the letters of candi · 
dates; but it needs a much more powerful popular impulse to 
carry it through Congress, He is a poor student of human na-
ture who expects Congressmen, to vote away fron1 their own con-
trol the very patronage by which they, in so many cases, obtained 
thei r nQminations, and 'tnrough which they expect to secure a 
renomination , The clear, fixed, and unmistakable demand of 
the people, can alone carry the measure through the national 
legislature, Besides its immense political importance, which 
every true statesman acknowledges, this reform has ,an educa-
tional value which ought to commend it to every fri end of Amer-
ican schools. Let it be demanded that the sixty thousand men 
needed for the government service:"'-the so-called" civil service" 
-of this cou'ntry, shall be chosen from t:10se who have passed, a 
satisfactory examination in the branches of learning requisite for 
the several positions, and at once our incipient politicians, and 
would-be public servants, would find it important to frequent the 
schools rather than the saloons, and to study other art~ than 
that of managing caucuses and conventions. Scholarship would 
be at a premium, and the impulse of a new and legitimate ambi-
tion would be felt in our high schools and colleges. G, 
Why should it 110t b~ c.onsidered as proper fO,r a young man to 
choose the civil service of his country as a profession, and to 
seek to educate himself for it, as to choose the law, or medicine, 
or engineering? A nation of forty or fifty millions, with an 
extent of territory as great as ours, must necessarily employ a 
large number of men ; and if we add to officers of the. national 
government, those required by the state governments, the num-
bers will , perhaps, exceed those of anyone of the great profes-
sions. At least a hundred thousand men find employment in the 
public service. Take these civil employments out of the reach 
01 policics ; ' make the tenure of office depend on competency, 
honesty, and fidel1ty; require a fair education as a preparation, 
and our young men will freely choose them, and will earnestly 
strive to prepare for and pass til':! required examinations, And 
the civil service 'itself, profiting by this educational impulse 
given to the aspirants for government places, would grow to be 
more honorable in character, as well as more efficient and useful 
to the people. G. 
If it is true that the schools are maintained at" public expense 
for the public good; if education is essential to public well being 
'and safety, then why not make this demand on it to fit men for 
the public service? Education in the places of trust, in the 
places where the people's interests are cared for and the public 
work is done, must be doubly useful. To educate, at public ex-
pense, for the private callings and not for the public-to prepare 
educated men for the care of persotallives and fortunes, and not 
for the life, and fortune of the nation, is caring for the lower and 
neglecting the higher interests. Let the nation ask for itself 
the first pick from our schools. Let the Government show its 
faith in these schools which it ordains, by asking them to prepare 
men for its service. G. 
The opponents of civil service reform seek to blink the true 
issue by ~~in~, in q. nl:;~rlPg way, if we expect to oe able to 
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select a good postmaster, or treasury clerk, by a simple examina-
tion in geography, grammar and arithmetic? No, certainly not. 
But why ask a question so irrelevant? Let it be kept clearly in 
mind, and before the people; that a true civil service reform in-
cludes these three things: 
I. The removal of civil servic officers, only for proper cause, 
such as incompetency, dishonesty, or neglect of duty. 
2. The filling of all vacancies as they may occur by deaths, 
resignation or removals for cause, with candidates of approved 
competency, slected by competitive examinations, not only in 
the necessary branches of learning, but in all the special informa-
tion and training required for the place proposed to be filled. 
3. A regular system of promotion from lower to higher posi-
tions, on a like competitive p.xamination, and on proof of fidelity 
and marked efficiency in the lower position ~ 
We will hold both parties, and whichever of their candidates 
may prove to be chosen president, to t~~ e pledges in their plat-
forms. Let nation , state, city, and towns, choose their public 
servants (such as are appointed, not elected), in this way, 
and the rottenness and corruption which pervades public affairs 
in this country will soon come to an end. G. 
AN AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL JOURNAL. 
· THE following circular is being sent to those presumed to be 
. interested in mathematical studies, in all parts of our coun-
try: 
BALTIMORE, Nov. 8, 1876. 
DEAR SIR :-It is believed that a periodical of a high class, 
published in America, in which mathematicians mighf inter-
change ideas, and impart their investigations and discoveries 
has been long felt to be a desideratum, and that the want of 
such a medium of communication operates as a serious impedi-
ment to the propagation and advancement of mathematical 
knowledge in this country. 
This want it is proposed to supply by issuing, at regular stated 
periods, and probably in a quarto form, a journal, to be called 
the American J6urnal of Pure and Applied Mathematics. Pre-
vious a.ttempts to found such a journal in the United States have 
~een made, but without permanent success-a result partly owing, 
It may be supposed, to the want of sufficient contributions of a 
nature to attract subscribers, but still more to the expense and 
r.is~ unavoid.ably attendant on an undertaking in which only a 
hmlted portIOn of the public can be expected to take an interest. 
It rests with the mathematicians of America themselves to obvi-
ate the first named cause of failure, although it should be stated 
that whilst to them the promoters of the undertaking lo(')k for 
their principal support, they confidently anticipate receiving val-
uable contributions from mathematicians of eminence in the old 
world. The financial difficulty, it is hoped, may be overcome 
through the public spirit of the Trustees of the Johns Hopkins 
University, who, there are grounds for believing, may be induced 
to afford to the proposed American Journal the same aid and 
" furtherance " as has for many years been afforded to Crelle's 
Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, by the enlightened 
government of Prussia, by bearing, for some time at least, the 
expense~ of the p~blication, in the event of its not proving self-
supportmg. But m or?er to have a ground for making an appeal 
to these gentlemen, actmg in their fiduciary capacity, to take upon 
themselves this responsibility, it will be necessary to prove to 
them that the want of such a journal is generally acknowledged 
and widely felt, and that the mathematicians of the country are 
disposed to give the one we contemplate conducting their ad-
hesion and support. . 
In the event of our proposition to found an American Journal 
of Pure and Applied Mathematics meeting your approval, we 
shall be glad to hear from you at your earliest convenience to 
that effect, and to be favored with any suggestions that you may 
deem likely to be conducive to the success of the undertaking 
by letter directed to the Johns Hopkins University, to the ad-
dress of anyone of the undersigned: 
1. 1. SYLVESTER, 
S. NEWCOMB, 
H. A. ROWLAND, 
W. E. STORY. 
We give our most cordial welcome to the enterprise, and as 
the circular asks advice, we will give some reflections which the 
circular has awakened in our mind ( I) It is to be borne in 
mind that the number Of mathematicians in this country, who 
have the leisure or the attainment to profit by such a journal as 
Crelle's, is exceeding small-by no means sufficiently large to 
afford adequate support to such a journal. (2) Every -year is 
adding to this small number, and would add much more rapidly 
if there were some proper stimulus and helps. An American 
Journal of Mathematics can supply just this stimulus and just 
these helps, if it is directed to that end. (3) But if it shall be 
so fortunate as to secure something in the nature of an ' endow-
ment, either temporary or permanent, from the fund of the Uni-
versity referred to, and if this shall be the occasion of a failure to 
feel the pulse, or come into practical connection with the body 
of our mathematical teachers, the journal will, we fear, exist but 
to embalm the thoughts of a precious few, rather than to elevate 
the many, and develop the mathematical talent of the country. 
For the past four or five years the writer's correspondence 
with the teachers of mathematics in our country has been quite 
extensive, and judging from this there are ~ertain features which 
would be absolutely necessary in such a periodical, if it is to take 
hold of our mathematicians and aid their advance. Perhaps no 
single feature would awaken at once a more wide spread and 
lively interest in the paper than the assurance that the '.'History 
of Mathematics" would be ably and reliably treated in it. Then, 
as the larger part of those who should be the subscribers and 
readers of such a paper are overworked and poorly pa.id teachers, 
· a department which would help them in their daily duties would 
: be most gratefully received. In -this department, broader, more 
· thorough, rational, and modern views could be presented of 
· those subjects which these teachers are daily teaching. Material, 
by way of problems and their solution, should be' furnished; the 
, methods of teaching, ahd the range of topics embraced in the 
· schools and text books of other countries, should be set forth; 
; and in all poss!ble ways it should be the aim to acquaint us with 
, with the best modern views of the philosophy of the subjects 
I we teach, the material which should be embraced, and the meth-
I ods of presentation. Finally, regu~ar series of articles should 
· present in the most attractive and elementary manner such of 
the higher branches of mathematics as are not usually embraced 
in our college courses, and seek by this means to incite and fur-
· nish helps to their study. Thus in our judgment only the 
· poet's corner would really be needed, or should be allowed, to 
our mathemeticians, in which to "impart their investigations and 
discoveries." The · best majority of those in our country who 
pass under the name of mathematicians can be far more profita-
bly employed, both for themselves and for the future of mathe-
matical studies in the country, in studying what is already known 
than in attempts to push outward the boundaries ' of knew ledge. 
Let us then by all means have the journal, but let the conduc-
tors of it exerci;;e a wise care in judging of the exact state of the 
need in our country, and diligently apply themselves to meeting 
it, even though it be a more humble work than their first am-
bition would aspire to. E. O. 
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A STATE SYSTEM OF EDUCATION. * 
ACCORDING to the last Annual Report of the State Superintendent the total valuation of public school property in the state is $4,979,169. The' 
total amount expended in the public school service dtlring the past year was 
$2,066,375. In round numbers, the sum of five millions of dollars is invested 
in school buildings, sites, and apparatus; and the sum of over two millions of 
dollars is annually expended for teachers' wages, building and repairing, appa-
ratus, libraries, etc. This large investment, however, is for a large and 
preeminently important object-the education of nearly five hundred thousand 
children, the number of those of school age in the state. 
Looking at our public school system in the light of its aggregate cost, and 
in the light of the ends to be secured by it, the que&tion whether it is most effi-
ciently working out the ends sought, is one of the highest interest and impor-
tance, ali.ke to teachers, to legislators, and to the people at large. After 
careful consideration of this question, your committee would call attention to 
what they believe to be certain defects and weaknesses in the system, which 
largely impair its efficiency, and call for early correction. 
The vast majority of the common schools of the state are ungraded schools 
in rural districts, each controlled by a board of three persons, subject to the 
general will of the district as expressed by popular vote in district meetings. 
These districts are small, not averaging more than the fifth part of a township, 
and are petty educational republics, independent of nearly all external author-
ity. They determine the location and character of school buildings, select the 
teachers and fext-books, decide for how many weeks the school shall annually 
continue, and vote what they deem proper for teachers' w.ages. Some of 
their powers are subject to limitation by general law; but practically the 
schools are good or bad, long or short, as the character and ability of the 
district may decide. An inspection of the schools supported by this sy<;tem 
shows the prevalence of the following facts : 
I. The immediate management of them is in the hands of about 15,000 
district officers. A large proportion of these, who are supposed to represent 
the educational sentiment and intelligence of the people, are lacking in the 
culture and experience to perform wisely the duties of selecting teachers, 
coqrses of srudy, text-books, apparatus, etc., and of locating buildings, and 
equipping school-houses. 
2. Representing three families of the petty neighborhood district, and gov-
erned by neighborhood partialities or enmities, extending to many or all of the 
other families, these officers are largely influenced in their selection of teachers 
by relationship and favoritism. 
3. The teachers are too often unqualified for their work, in age, experience, 
and attainments; and they are perpetually changing, not remaining in the 
same schools, on the average, so long as one year. 
4. Local and to a large extent voluntllry taxation being the chief source of 
support for the schools, there is a great lack of uniformity in their cost as well 
as in their character. When on the one hand not un frequently a refusal to 
vote a reasonable tal' is the cause of a poor school, a short school, or even 
( occasionly) no school; on the other hand in rural as compared with village 
and city districts, the poorer school is very frequently supported by the higher 
tax. 
5. The schools are generally ungraded, without well defined courses of 
study, and uniform and sufficient text books. 
6. Attendance is very irregular, partly from want of systematic efforts on 
the part of the officers to prevent it, partly from lack of excellence and mterest 
in the schools, and partly from inconvenience of their location. 
7· Statistical reports are extremely defective, so much so that those of 
any glVen year may be considered of little value in themselves, their worth, 
under the law of averages, being only comparative. 
8. Supervision is defective. County Superintendents do much to remedy 
some of the evils here enumerated, but their power for good is greatly lessened 
from the following causes: (a) They are frequently persons without proper 
qualifications. (6) They are nominated and elected by political parties, and 
their continuance in office is too frequenfly dependent upon popu-
larity and political influence rather than upon a strict and efficient 
performance of official duties. (c) Their tenure of office is too short 
for anything like systematic work and progress. (d) The number of 
schools under their charge is too great to insure results of much value from 
personal inspection of the work of their teachers. (e) 'The. salary paid them 
is so small that it does not secure properly qualified incumbents, or it secures 
• Report ora committee. read by State Supt. Edward Searing at the semi-annual meet-
ing of the Wisconsi"n Teachers Association, Madison, Dec. 21 ~87fj, and after discussion 
adopted. - ' 
• 
such only temporarily, orit commands only a portion of their time and thou~ht s, 
the balance being given to some professional or other occupation. . ' 
Besides the sources of weakness in the school system already enumerated, 
your committee would call attention to the -fact that at best the majority of 
children, from the necessarily brief period of their school life, obtain little 
more than the keys of knowledge-the chief of which is the art of reading. 
To give children access to the world of recorded knowledge for which school 
life has simply prepared them, and in which they will largely find the elements 
of successful living and good citizenship, is no less the duty of the State-
or at least a no less wise act on the part of the State-than to put into their 
hands the keys of preparation. Of what use is a knowledge of reading to him 
who has no books; or a knowledge of geography to him who never looks into 
the history of a country? Hence the library should supplement the 
school, as was believed by the founders of our state, for the constitution of 
Wisconsin expressly provides that the income of the school fund shall be ap· 
plied not merely "to the support and maititenance of common schools," but 
to "the purc\:iase of suitable libraries therefor." 
Your committee would brieHy sum up what they believe to be the seriolls 
defects in our present state system, as follows: 
1. Excessive subdivision of territory and local independence. 
2. Lack of uniformity in the burdens of cost. 
3. Lack of uniformity in the character and amount or instruction. 
4. Lack of intelligent, permanent, and authoritative supervision. 
5 Lack of sources of supplemental knowledge and culture in widely diffused 
and suitable libraries. 
Your committee have given mature consideration to the question of remedies 
for the evils conceived to abound in our present system, and already enumera-
ted, and are prepared to recommend with substantial unanimity the following 
outline scheme of what they believe would prove a system at once 
more vigorous, economical, and effective. The recommendations are such a.~ 
have been approved by experience in other states and countries, and such as 
must commend themselves, it is believed, to the judgment of practical men, 
as suited to accomplish the ends sought. 
We recommend-
(1) That the entire educational interests of the state, including those of the 
University and the Normal Schools, should be managed by a State Board of 
Education, consisting of eleven members, nine of whom shall be appointed by 
the Governor, with the consent of the Senate, the term of one-third of their 
number expiring biennially. The State Superintendent and the President of 
the University shall be ex-t!l/icio members cf the Board. In the appointment 
of members, the Governor shall not be influenced by political considerations, 
but solely by those of eminent fitness. 
(2) The State Superintendent shall be appointed by the Board for a term of 
four years, and shall serve a~ secretary of the same, his duties in general being 
the same as now. 
(3) County Superintendents shaH be appointed by the State Board, to hold 
office during the pleasure of the same, for a term of not exceeding three years, 
to be paid by the State a salary fixed by statute, and graded in some just pro-
portion to the extent of their work. The larger counties may be divided into 
two districts, at the discretion of the Board. Residence in the county shall not 
be esse~tial to eligibility for appointment. 
(4) A TownshIp Board of three persons shall be elected (one annually) by 
the people of every township, for the management of the school interests 
therein. The Board shall appoint a Secretary (who may be one of their own 
number), who shall have immediate supervision of the schools of the town, 
and shall act under the general direction of the County Superintendent. 
(5) There sball be, outside of cities and incorporated villages, only three 
different units of educational territory-the State, County, and T ownship, the 
latter by the abolition of the present district system, becoming the smallest 
territorial division in school government. But for convenience, County Boards 
of Supervisors may, in certain cases of geographical difficulties, on recommen-
dation of the County Superintendent, create joint township district~ by 
the union of two or more, or portions of two or more, civil townships. 
(6) In each school township, 50 far as practicable, there shall be a central 
high or grammar school, made obligatory by law. In this school, and in the 
primary schools of the township, there shall be well defined courses of study, 
absolute uniformity of text-books, and uniformity in methods of instruction 
and discipline. 
(7) For all important work done by town educational officers, reasonable 
compensation, to be fixed by law, shall be paid, and strict accountability re-
quired for the faithful performance of every duty. 
. -' 
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(8) T o make the schools as nearly uniform as possible in character and 
yearly continuance, and to carry out to a more desirable extent the principle 
that "the property of the state shall educate the children of the state," there 
shall be a uniform state tax for the support of the schools, aggregating in an-
nual income, with the income of the school fund, enough to meet not less than 
one-half of the cost of the schools_ 
(9) One-half the money distributed by the State shall be distributed to the 
schools on the basis of aggregate attendance. 
(10) Uniform examinations throughout the state for teachers of the same 
grade shall be the rule, with such exceptions only as local or temporary circum-
stances may render necessary. 
(I I) A system of township libraries, the joint creation, like the schools, of 
State and local action, the books to be selected from lists approved by the 
State, and to be purchased by the State, on low terms by contracts with 
publishers. 
Your committee are well aware that some of the changes herein recommend-
ed are, for Wisconsin, great and radical changes. Believing that they would 
all be useful changes, but recognizing the probability that they cannot all be 
secured at once, and even the wisdom of merely attempting to secure a portion 
at first, we here suggest that there is a single one of these measures so related 
to the others, and so important to the present welfare and future progress of 
our school system, that to secure this at the earliest day, the friends of public 
education ought to put forth immediate and earnest efforts. '''Ie refer to the 
recommendation of a general state s~hool tax, and we offer the following 
I'easons to show why this should be first secured, and should be promptly 
secured. 
J. It is a centralizing an d strengthening measure. The more the State di-
rectly contributes to the cost-of every school, the dearer its right to a voice in 
the management of that school. 
2. A more liberal alllount of support for the schools furnished directly by 
the State would secure, as nothing else can, an approach to that "uniformity" 
in extent and character of school privileges, for which, as already intimated, 
our State Constitution seeks to provide. 
3. A state tax is the fullest and fairest exprt!ssion of the principle underlying 
the comlllon school system, that education is a state concern, and that the 
property of the state shall educate the children of the state. A tax uniformly 
asseSsed and un iformly distributed throughout the State, is the most perfect 
means 6f equalizing burde!ls for the common good. 
4, If the State annually distributes a good portion of the cost of maintaining 
the schools, it has, through the device of "payment by results," one of the 
strongest means of securing desimble results-great regularity in attendance, 
more accurate statistics, etc. 
5. Most of the states of the Union give support to their schools by the state 
tax, even in several cases where the permanent school fund is relatively larger 
than our own. Its benefits are there fully demonstrated and recognized. And 
in the few states not thus partially supporting their schools, the highest educa-






W. H. CHANDLER, 
E. B. WOOD, 
W. D. PA.RKER (not present), 
Committee on State System. 
====== 
LARGE SCHOOLS. 
LARUE schools are, as a rule, better than small ones, as large colleges are better than small ones. They are better furnished, more systematic, less 
subject to whims and caprices, more governed by the best established educa-
cational principles and processes. The great thing about a first-rate college is 
that there no respect needs to be paid to the ignorant prejudices of private 
patrons, to local reqllirem ~ nts or individual whims. A great college has a 
life experience, and traditional and cumulative wisdom of its own. It has its 
own ideas of education, and it carries them out without consulting patrons or 
pupils. Small colleges must seek patrons and accommodate themselves to the 
whims of parents, and then to the whims of pupils. It is very much so with 
great and small schools . Great schools are independent, above dictation, dis-
courage interference, beat down private caprices, compel all to submit to their 
drill. This is a great ad vantage. Bnt parents are prone to think that the . 
more special the attention given to their own child the better the child's chance. 
This is a natural mistake. but a serious one. If every soldier in a company 
were drilled by himself, he would not learn the soldier's business half as well 
as when drilled in company. It is the compulsion of the common movement 
that carries each boy or girl in a class forward. Children's faculties are often 
blighted by too direct attention. Indirect pressure upon them as parties in a 
common movement is much the healthiest and most effective method. A 
school where the individual pupils need or require much direct attention is 
not a good school.-Liberal Cln-istian. 
THE FRENCH "DICTIONNAIRE DE L' ACADEMIE." * 
PROF. ALFRED HENNEQUIN, UNIVERS ITY OF MICH'IGAN. 
NE ARLY every student of the French language has heard of the French Academy, that most influential of all European literary societles, 
founded for the purpose of refining the French language and style; nearly 
every student of the language is aware that Cardinal Richelieu's idea in 
founding the French Academy, has been, to a very great extent, realized; 
but very few students, I believe, have had occasion to see, in its progressive 
form, the great work of that body of learned men, I mean the different editons 
of the "Dictionnaire de l' Academie." 
There have been seven editions of that standard work; and as each one 
has its particular features, showing the very growth of the language itself, 
I intend to give some general outlines of each edition, thus calling the student's 
attention to the changes the language has undergone since 1635,-date of the 
foundation of the "French Academy." 
The first edition of the French "Dictionnaire de l' Academie" appeared in 
1694. Before writing the work, the first difficulty to overcome was to fix 
upon a certain plan. After several proposed plans had been discussed at 
length, the Academy determined to base French orthography upon classical 
Latin, and to place the words in etymological groups, instead of the now used 
alphabetical order of words. 
The second edition was published in 1718. The whole plan of the work 
was changed. The alphabetical order of words was adopted on account of 
its practical advantages. Many new words were introduced into the language , 
most of which pertained to sc iences and arts. French orthography was also 
much simplified by doing away with a large number of useless letters in certain 
words: 1JV£de becanle vidc/ nopcc, 1/.oce / '1lla'istre, 1Ilaih-e,· etc., etc. 
The third edition dates from 1740.--This edition seemsto give way to the 
then popular form of the language. Very great changes take place in the 
orthography of words derived from Latin or Greek: for instance, Iresor fof 
tll1'fsOr __ fiole for phiole, etc. In fact more than five thousand words are 
changed, and in most cases written as pronounced. 
Fourth Edition, I 762,-Finallv the "Academie" sanctions the. idea put for-
ward by Sylvius, (1531 ) that of making a distinction between the letters I and 
'.J; [, and V. These change" had , long before this date, taken place in 
Holland and England . 
Fifth Edition, 1795,-A law, dated 1st day, year 111., of the French Repub-
lic, authori zed two firms-Smits, Maradon & Co., and Bossange-to publish 
the dictionary of the Academy, with marginal notes by the best authors of the 
day. The work did not materially change, as published by the Ac.ademy in 
1795 ; but the two editions that appeared in 1799 and 1814, published by the~ 
above firms, made radical changes in the work. The dictionary followed the 
ideas of the time. After the Revolution, the Academy reconquered its right 
over the language. 
Sixth Edition, 1835,-This edition does away with most of the changes 
introduced in the revolutionary editions; but finally accepts franrais for 
francois __ avail for avoit __ anglais for a1zglois, etc. Besain, a well-known. 
author, had demonstrated the need of this change in 1652. Indeed, the 
Academy alone, for at least a period of fifty years previous to this edition, con-
tinued to use this old orthograp!'y. A few words, belonging to argot, were 
introduced in this edition. This was the first step towards truly allowing the 
nation to form its own language. 
Seventh Edition, 1858,-It had been the custom of the Academy to publish 
a complete edition, but as an historical study of each word had been added to 
this edition, the new dictionary became a wonderful undertaking, and had to 
be published in parts. The first part of this seventh edition appeared in 1858. 
It is an in-quarto of 368 pages. The second part appeared in 1865. The 
third part has just been published. There will be 75 parts to the work. 
Each part costs $7..00. The complete work will therefore cost $ 150. 
Eight years, at least, will elapse ' between each part, thus occupying 600 
years for its .completion. 
·See]. Tell, L .. irammairiellJl fraDgais . 
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THE EDUCATIONAL PROBLEM: LORD CHESTERFIELD'S 
SOLUTiON. 
ELLA G. IVES, CHI CAGO. 
THERE are educators and educators: the noble Earl of Chesterfield was one of the former. Why he trod so closely upon the heels of a great 
success that he made a magnificent failure, we may do well to consider. 
The letters of Lord Chesterfield to his son rank high among English 
classics ; many of them are epistolary jewels without a flaw. There are sen-
tences which flash light; plain Saxon words polished into prisms that hold the 
rainbow. But the letters are more than models of diction; they contain a great 
man's experimental solution of the educational problem. The subject of the 
experiment was an only son; the motive an absorbing love, mingled with 
that sin whereby fell the angels; the agencies, all the resourceS of a man roy-
ally dowered both by nature and by fortune; the aim, worldly success. In 
spite of this conjunction of favorable stars, he is dull who fails to read 
between the lines the word, "failure." 
Lord Chesterfield, if not an intellectual g iant, had the suppleness and equi-
poise of mind that result from athletic training. A winner hImself of the 
highest prizes in the world's gymnasium, he determined to fit his son to wres-
tle with fortune for her choicest gifts. The method pur.ued, the means 
employed, and, above all, the motives enlisted, are deserving of careful study. 
When fi ve years old, little Philip Stanhope is sent to Holland, with a tutor. 
Unlike Shakespeare, he is taught much Latin, and more Greek. At an age 
when most infants are studying original sin in the primer, and learning that 
In Adam's fall 
We siimed all, 
this one is pondering upon the awful depravity of the Olympic gods. In 
place of Mother Goose lore, he is nurtured upon Roman mythology; and 
when he ought to be following a certain famous old woman to Danbury Cross, 
he is booted and spurred for a ride upon Pegasus. 
At seven, this old young child studies ancient and modern history, becomes 
acquainted with rhetorical figures, and scans Greek and Latin verse. His 
training also begins, and is carried sedulously forward, in the "minor morals." 
The key-note, sounded over and again in the scheme of excellence, is this,-
U Attention will do all this, and without attention nothing is to be done; want 
of attention is either folly or madnfss." 
At ten, little Stanhope is pushing rapidly through the forms of the West-
minster School, and is being privately crammed with historical and chrono-
logical lore. He writes themes in three languages, and promises to aim at 
perfection . Chesterfield instructs him how to attain this,-"First do your duty 
towards God and man, without which everything else signifies nothing; sec-
ondly, aq uire great knowledge, without which you will be a very contempti-
ble man, though you may be a very honest one; and, lastly, be very well bred, 
without which you will be a very disagreeable, unpleasing man, though you 
should be an honest and a learned one." 
At thirteen, the bOy'travels with his tutor, in Switzerland, and settles for a 
year at Lmsanne, where he gives special study to the French language. The 
year following, he removes to Leipsig, where he attends lectures, continues 
the languages, especially German, and studies science and German history. 
From this time particular study is given to the political features of the various 
European governments, remarkable eras, revolutions in dynasties, great 
treaties, their significance; everything, in short, that bears upon the art of 
diplomacy; for he who planned this unique training never loses sight of the 
diplomatic station which he has destined his son to fill and adorn. Nothing 
is neo-Iected that can conduce to this result. He is reminded of Lord· Bacon'S 
'" d . maxim, " A pleasing figure is a perpetual letter of recommendation," an IS 
exhorted to consider his air and manner. "All these things," adds his 
mentor, "deserve a second-rate attention, they give an additional lustre to 
real merit." From-his own experience, the successful diplomatist draws these 
profoundly subtle maxims: "Have a real reserve with almost everybody, and 
have a seeming reserve with almost nobody; for it is very disagreeable to 
seem reserved, and very dangerous not to be so." " Observe, without being 
thought an observer, for otherwise, people will be upon their guard before 
you." "The more you know, the mod ester you should be; and, by the by, 
that modesty is the surest ,way of gratifying your vanity. Even where you 
are sure, seem rather doubtful; represent, but do not pronounce, and, if you 
would convince others, seem open to conviction yourself." One is reminded, 
in passing, of 'Franklin's resol~e to strike the words" certainly," "undoubt-
edly," out of his vocabulary, and to adopt in their place, "I apprehend, or 
imagine." 
From Leipsig,the young student goes to Berlin, that he may frequent . ~e 
court, and begin the study of the world from which he is expected to denve 
the knowledge of mankind. Books are still his companions, but lest ~ey 
alone lumber rather than furnish the brain, they are to be supplemented WIth 
travel and society,-the most instructive of all pages to the observant e!e. 
The three courts of Berlin, Dresden, and Vienna, in turn, furnish their polish 
to the young traveler, and he is exhorted "to extract the spirit of every place.' 
Then follows travel in Italy, and a residence at Venice and Rome, where the 
useful and the ornamental are to be acquired . The Italian language is learned, 
and special study given to the government. . 
France succeeds Italy, that the language may be mastered, and a more Im-
portant gain be secured,-the " surface Christianity" in which the ~rench 
excel. The tutor is relieved from his charge, and Stanhope, now eIghteen 
years old, makes his dibut at Paris. That"immense folio, the. world," ~ow 
demands the chief attention, and everything else is to be subordmate (0 polish. 
Writes Chesterfield, "The solid and the ornamental united are undoubtedly 
best· but were I reduced to make an option, I should without hesitation choose 
, . 
the latter." The precept, sa .. vit~ri .. modo,fortj/~r in r~ , furnIshes the theme 
for every style of discourse, from grave to gay, of which the versatile pen of 
Chesterfield is master. The nobler element conspicious in the earlier letters 
becomes painfully infrequent. The grace of form remains, but the light is 
slowly fading, leaving but sombre grays in the character of this man \~ho 
boasts that "the ruling passion of my life has been to please; my great object 
to make every man I met with like me, and every woman love me." The 
allusions to virtue, honor, right, as intrinsically lovely, grow ~arer, and they 
are advocated, if at all, as matters of policy, mere factors of success. The 
father who acknowledges "a thirst, a rage for applause," seeks to make this 
the ruling motive of his son's life. No word or deed is omitted that may ierve 
this purpose. Our admiration for the resources dtsplayed yields only t~ o~r 
sorrow that they were not worthily employed. For Lord Chesterfield IS stIll 
masterly: He even paints immorality with the delicate touch that disguises 
repulsiveness. His vice is so like virtue that it might deceive even the vicious. 
It is no ;ank upas growth flaunting its green crown of warning. But these 
letters are veined with insidious poison, for the mind not proof against its 
subtlety. "Have you found out," writes this shrewd analyst, "that every woman 
is infallibly to be gaincd by every sort of flattery, and every man by one sort 
or other?" "Practice all the arts that ever coquette did to please.' "Man or 
woman cannot resist an engaging exterior; it will please, it will make its 
way. You want, it seems, but fJ~lfJlus couchu; fot God's sake, lose no time 
in getting them." So supremely important is the conquest of the Graces, that 
even immorality is included in the allies that may hasten the victory. "Duty 
towards God and man," the first rule for the boy of thirteen, is put last in the 
category for the man of twenty . . The chord of Self gives no uncertain sound, 
when toucheii by this practised hand. Yet in the letters covering this period, 
there is much that has the true ring. The real nobility in this man's nature, 
like a lingering twilight, seems reluctant to depart. Chesterfield's loyalty to 
his mvther tongue' and zealous protection of her purity, are admirable, and 
wellnigh free from suggestion of unworthy motive. As regards books and 
authors, his advice is the best, but in the main, these finishing touches to the 
education of the boy are mere veneering; the two years at Paris are hollow 
~~ . 
The Parisian trl!ining is succeeded by a residence at the electoral courts, and 
at twenty-one, young Stanhope take his seat in Parliament. The fir t round 
of the ladder has been climbed, but the crucial test is yet to be met. Goaded 
on by his ambitious father, he speaks once, fail, and forever after holds his 
peace. The further career of this much taught son is devoid of interest, save 
as it completes the failure of his remarkable training. The decadence in the 
instructor is rapid , and the springs of action partially hidden in his own man · 
hood are bare and unsightly in his old age. In educating his son, Lord 
Chesterfield has shaped his own character, and given to all posterity the 
warning of a splendid ruin. 
-There is a phase of education in the Government academies at 'Vest Point 
and Annapolis, which is worthy the attention of all educators. Those young 
men have large amounts of manua1 labor to perform. They have to sl?sh 
decks, and tar ropes, and scrub and scour guns. There is no namhy-patnbYlSm 
there. A young man who is afraid of soiling his hands and !>o0ts, has a rude 
shock when he enters these institutions. olhing i too duty or too hard 
for them to do, if it be within their powers. As a result we have lIU!', not a .lot 
of educated helplessness; men who can plough their way .throu~h hf~, makmg 
a furrow of their own; men who can plane a board, or dl~ a. nfle PIt, as well 
' as read French. We need more such men-producing institutions. 
C. A. Mouy. 
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STATE DEPARTMENTS. 
Minnesota. 
THE graduating exercises of the Saint Cloud State Normal School occurred on the evening of December 20th. The class numbered ten persons, of 
whom seven were ladies and three were gentlemen. The new term began 
January 3d. Rev. D. L. Kiehle, Principal. . 
Senator Linsaw, of the Minnesota Legisl.ature, has signalized the first work 
in the session of that august body by the re-introduction of the famous school 
book bill, designed to set up the State in the publishing business, and appro-
priating $75,000 therefor. It is generally understood that the prime mover 
in this scheme is Ignatius Donnelly. Outside barbarians will look with some 
interest and no little amusement for the outcome of this new departure in the 
" Gopher State." 
Iowa. 
Editor, J. M. DEARMOND, Davenport. 
STATE TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION.-The Association mett Tuesday afternoon, Dec. 26th, at Grinnell, and was called to order by the President, 
Supt. C. 1'. Rogers. About eighty teachers enrolled their names. During the 
enrollment, Prof. T. S. Parvin, who has been identified with the educational 
interests of Iowa since 1848, addressed the Association on the progress of 
education in Iowa, as shown by the exhibit at the Centennial Exposition, and 
by the annually increasing attendance at these meetings. 
At the assembling of the Association in the evening, Pres. Magoun, of Iowa 
College, e?<tended a cordial invitation to the teachers to meet at his house for 
social reunion and good cheer, after the close of the session. President 
Rogers then delivered his inaugural address . It was able, thought ful, and 
practical. Prof. J . B. Young, of Davenport, followed with a scholarly and 
forcible PilPer. Subject: The Responsibility of the School, for the Per-
sonal Developement and Culture of its Pupils . 
WEDNESDAV, DEC. 27th, EVEKING SESSION. 
After the opening exercises , President Rogers appointed the following 
committees: 
Committee OIt Finances: C: R. Clark, of Montezuma; M. W . Bartlett, 
Cedar Falls, J . B. Jennings, Liscomb. 
Committu 01t· School Legislation: Hon. C. W. Van Coellen; Prof. E. R. 
Eldridge, and Supt. J. W. Johnson. 
Committee on Resoluti01ts.' Mr. J. Valentine, Mason City; S. L. Mozier, 
Albia, and B. T. Trueblood, Oskaloosa. 
Committee 01t Nominations: Mr. H . H. Seerly, Oskaloosa; M. E. Colby, 
Maquoketa; and Miss E. E. Finck, Tipton. 
On motion the publication of the proceedings and papers of the Association 
was referred to a committee consisting of Pres. Gilchrist, Supt. Rowley and 
Prof. Eldon. Papers were then read by Miss Kate N . Tupper, of Marshall-
town, on "The School Library j" by Supt. J. R . Pickett, of Sigourney, on 
'!The Spelling H.eform;" and by Supt. N. E. Goldthwaite, of Rome county, 
on "Political Science in the Public Schools." After a spirited discussion of 
these subjects, ~hey were referred to special committees. 
The afternoon session opened with Stale Supt. Von Coelln in the chair. 
Prof. Parvin, chairman of the committee on the President's address, presented 
a report. That officer's course in discussing a number of important topics 
rather than one general subject, met with the hearty approbation of the 
committee . . 
County Supt. Abbie Gifford, of Marshalltown, then read a paper on "The 
County Superintendency," and Mrs. Helen R. Duncan followed with a paper 
on "County School Management." A Spirited discussion followed . 
Prof. Crosby offered the following resolution: 
Resolv~d, That we, the State Teachers' Association of Iowa, are unqualifiedly 
in favor of county supervision as a permanent part of the school system of the. 
state . 
Pres. Magoun offered the following resolution, which was also unanimously 
adopted :. 
Resolved, That it is the sense of this State Teachers' Association, that 
Co'unty supervision should be made more efficient and the appointment to the 
office removed, if possible, from party politics. 
Dr. Magoun, Supt. Thompson, and Pres. King, were appointed as a com-
mittee to report on means for securing these advantages. 
Two papers were presented during the evening. Mrs. T. F. M. Curry, 
of Davenport, had chosen for her subject "The Footprints of The Centuries." 
This was one of the best papers read before the Association. It elicited the 
heartiest of applause. 
Prof. Parker reported upon "The Unification of the School System." The 
report was adopted and placed on file . . 
The session opened Wednesday morning with music. The devotional 
exercises were conducted by Rev. Mr. Murphy. 
Prof. N. R . Leonard, of the State University, called the attention of the 
Association to the subject of the metric system of weights and measures and 
offered the following : 
Resolved, That this Association hereby expresses its gratification in view of 
the progress that is being made in the introduction of the metric system of 
weights and measures. 
Resolved, That the teachers of onr country have an important duty to do in 
preparing the way for its general adoption in the United States. . 
Resolved, That a committee of three be appointed to report upon the general 
subject of the metric system, and upon the best plan of preparing our state for 
its adoption. . 
The committee we~e, Prof. Leonard, Prof. Buck, and Prof. Bessey. 
State Supt. Von Coelln reported that ninety-nine normal institutes had been 
held in the state during the past year, with an attendance of 9,489 teachers, 
and at an 'expenditure of $27,479. 
Supt. W . \V. Jameson, of Keokuk, reported upon the "Curse, Cause, and 
Cure of Text-book Change." His paper called out some sharp criticisms 
upon the manner in which text-books are often introduced. On motion the 
State Superintendent was requested to collect statistics in referenc~ to changes 
of text -book~ in the schools of Iowa. 
Presidents Gilchi-ist and Eldredge then presented very able papers upon the 
work of the Normal Schools. . 
The first business of the afternoon session was the election of officers. The 
first ballot ga\'e the office of President to Miss P. W. Sudlow, of Davenpont,; 
. Prof. E . R. Eldredge was elected member of the executive committee . ' 
The Vice-Presidents elected were Supt. Johnson, Prof. Valentine, and Supt, 
Childs j The Recording Secretary, Prof. W. H. Pratt, of Davenport j Cor-
responding Secretary, Miss Kate F. Tupper, of Marshalltown; Treasurer, 
Prof. D . W . Lewis, of Washington. 
The publication of the of the papers and proceedings of the Association ,vas 
referred to a committee consisting of the President, Secretary, and Executive 
Committee. 
Supt. Pickett reported that 177 names had been enrolled. The Finance 
Committee reported a balance of $245 in the treasury. The cOlnmitfee on 
Libraries reported in favor of recommending to the Legislature .the enact-
ment of a law providing for the establishment of school libraries. The Com-
mittee on Spelling Reform recommended the appointment of a committee to 
confer with the Spelling Reform Association: Supt. J. R . Pickett, Mrs. T. F: 
M. CUTrY, Miss A. E. Packer, and Pmf. Philbrick were appointed as such 
committee. The committee on County Supervision reported in favor of making 
such supervision more efficient by severing the office ' from the field of party 
politics j by causing candidates to pass a thorough examination; by gIving 
superintendents more' time for visiting schools; by making the office more 
than advisory; and by making the compensation more adequate . A commit-
tee consisting of Pres. Magoun, Supt. Thompson and Pres. King was 
appointed to embody these suggestions in the fomi of amendments to the 
hw. . 
The committee on R esolutions, Prof. Vl\lentine chairman, report~d the fol-
lowing: 
Resolved, That in this Centennial year we express to the All-wise Ruler our 
profound gratitude for the 'perpetuity of our free institutions, and we pledge 
ourselves to renewed diligence in doi'ng .all we can to preserve these, and to 
transmit them to the future generations unimpaired. 
Resolved, That a knowledge of the history and principles of political ~ci· 
ence is essential to the intelligent performance of the duties of of citizens, 
and therefore, that the elements of political science should be taught in our 
public schools. . . 
R esolved, That we believe that much of'the alleged complaint in regard to 
frequent text-b90k changes is without foundation, and results from a manifest 
lack of thorough investigation of the subject. That in keeping with the spirit 
of the age, changes in text books, especially.in the . physical ' sciences, becom<e 
necessary from time to time, and that such changes .generally can be effected 
without increasing the ~ecessary .expense. . . . 
R~solvi!d, That we congratulate ourselves and the State on the final establish-
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ment of a State Normal School, and that we will do all in our power to secure 
its prosperity and its efficiency. 
Prof. J . M. Mansfield, of Mt. Vernon, read a paper on a "Plan for a Scien· 
tific Course," which was discussed by Prof. Bessey, of th~ State Agricultural 
College. Miss Wilson read Supt. Thompson's paper on "Drawing in Ele· 
mentary Schools." 
Prof. Fellows, Supt. Miller, and Supt. Todd were appointed to devise a 
plan for a Congress of Iowa Educators. 
One of the most thoughtful and able papers of the session was read Thurs-
day evening, by Supt. Sabin, of Clinton. His subject was" State and Schools; ". 
Pores. Kephart followed with a paper upon "The Proper Attitude of Denomi-
national Institutions to State Schools." The retiring President made a few 
remarks and introduced Miss P. W. Sudlow, who was received with a hearty 
welcome of applause. The Association then adjourned . 
Illinois. 
Editor, JOHN W. COOK, Normat. 
THE following monthly report, for November, 1876, is a little late in its appearance, but hereafter we purpose to publish a similar report regu-
larly the last of each month. Principals of graded schools, in this state, are 
invited to send for blanks, that they may fill and return them in time for pub-
lication. 











































































1,745 1,596 91 310 637 Henry Raab. 
1,624 1,45089 58 700 J. F. Everett. 
1,551 1,18784 365 447 C. M. Taylor. 
1,025 91489 182 422 E . A. Haight. 
788 75896.2 147 310 John T. Long. 
635 56288.5 362 261 M. Waters. 
600 50283.7 91 i57 L. T. Regan. 
576 507 88 35 138 W. H. Lanning. 
492 437 86.6 32 269 R. E. Morrow. 
473 40686 48 166 A. E. Bourne. 
484 46896.5 66 262 A. Bayliss. 
470 42991.1 34 226 P. R. Walker. 
450 360 80 106 82 F. A. North. 
402 310 go 408 67 C. L. Hatfield. 
368 349 94.8 64 144 L. C. Dougherty . 
335 28685.3 III 125 E. DeBurn. 
280 24989 158 135 C. L. Howard. 
278 227 81 53 49 J . L. Wright. 
277 25291 63 191 S. B. Wadsworth. 
245 20186 114 7I I. N. Wade. 
226 201 89 125 68 L. S. Bates. 
218 17480 74 7.1 W. E. Lehr. 
207 177 85.5 347 69 W. S. Anderson. 
198 14673.7 103 48 A. Waters. 
178 144 80.9 go 75 E. Auerswald. 
164 13984 48 42 H. B. Lathe. 
163 13985 88 44 T. L. Matchett. 
162 12074 -- 32 M. E. Moore. 
154 13186 160 26 B. F. Stocks. 
122 log 91.5 54 49 G. P. Peddicord. 
120 go 75 T. B. Cusp. 
III 8273.8 163 25 T. C. Clendenen. 
108 85 78.2 80 40 D . T. Stewart. 
97 72 74.2 157 12 J. A. Miller. 
87 7283.6 II 23 Harrison Clarke. 
83 7691 46 46 J. T . Johnston. 
and Town Schools, Normal Schools, Colleges, and Universities-each depart-
ment sending its strongest men and. women to this Centennial Convocation. 
The first session, Wednesday afternoon, wa, opened with prayer by Dr. 
Edwards, and much enlivened by capital music by the scholars of the public 
schools of Champaign. Mr. J . W. Langley, of that city, welcomed us most _ 
heartily, and flattered us individually and collectively, after the most approved 
fashion. 
President Hewett responded by promising that we would all behave our-
selves while in Champaign, and remember her good people ever after. 
After another song by the pupils, we listened to the President's Address. 
He sketched briefly the good accomplished by this Association during the 
tweuty-two years of its existence, then took a broad outlook over the educa-
tional field, dwelling 011 those things Illinois needs to do to place her in the 
van of the educational army. He advocated, very warmly, a system of Teach-
ers' Institutes, supported, at least in part, by the State, simtlar to the systems 
which have proved so beneficial at the East, and in Iowa and Wisconsin. 
After the appointment of various committees, and the transaction of other 
necessary business, the Association adjourned till 8 o'clock. 
EVENING MEETlNG.-Dr. Swing, Chicago, had been engaged to lecture this 
evening, but failing to appear, Dr. Robert Allyn, Carbondale, wa, requested 
to fill his place, which he did most satisfactorily. He gave us an admirable 
lecture on "Educational Seed," rich in seed thoughts. 
At its conclusion, Mr. S. H. White, Peoria Normal, read a report on the 
"Educational Exhibit of Illinois at the Centennial;" it was very full and 
satisfactory. It was referred to the committee on President's Address. 
At the evening sessions of Wednesday and Thursday, Mr. E. A. Haight, 
Alton, favored us with songs, which were highly appreciated. 
Thursday and Friday forenoons the Association met in sections, the College 
and High School section, J . H. Blodgett, chairman, meeting in Barrett's Hall; 
the Grammar and Intermediate section, Mr. S. L. Wilson, Champaign, chair-
man, ill the Presbyterian Church; the Primary and Kindergarten section, 
Supt. Wells, Oregon, chairman, in the Congregational Church. The College 
and High School section wa, mainly occupied in discussing the report of a 
committee, appointed last year, to devise means for bringing the college and 
the high school into closer relations. The chairman of the committee, Supt. 
Etter, being absent, the' report was made by Prof. Boltwood, Princeton . . It 
recommends : 
I . That the colleges shall agree upon t~eir req~ireme?ts for ~dl1lission, al.ld 
suggests the following a;; the minimum: higher anthmetic, I?hyslcal and poht-
ical geography, U. S. histOry, grammar, algebra to quadratics,. four boo~s of 
plane geometry. In Latin, three books ?~ Cresar, seven oratIOns of Cicero, 
six books of lEneid, besides prose composItion. In Greek, three books of the 
Anabasis and one of the Iliad, besides prose composition. 
2. Eq~ivalents.-If any ai>plic.ant for college ~hall have completed, and 
shall pass a satisfactory exammatlOn .upon any portIOn of the work of the col-
lege course, the work thus completed shall be r~ceived a~ an e9,uivalent for 
any omitted study of the preparatory course, which OCCUpies a time equal to 
that spent in college .upon the completed stu~y. . 
3. System of EqulValents.-Eac? college IS requested to arrange ItS cou~e 
for publication, so as to show the time al.lotted to each study, and. to. spec~fy 
the equivalents which seem best fitted to Its plan of work; also to mdlcate Its 
proposed plan for making. up specified ~efici~ncies, so that the pupils in the 
high schools may shape their work more mtelhgently. 
4. Examination on "Profession."-We recom,'\end that candidates for 
admission to college should be allowed to "make their profession" on certain 
portions of Latin and Greek, of their own selection; so that their examination 
may be based on thorough knowledge of principles, rather than upon the 
amount read. 
5. Reception upon Certificates.-We recommend that colleges should not 
receive upon certificates of the preparatory schools. The colleges are able to 
maintain a more uniform standard of scholarship than the schools, and ought 
to insist upon their own standards. 
6. Order of Collegiate Studies.-We suggest that colleges arrange their 
courses so as to bring botany, zoology, and physiology, which are studied in 
all high schools, early in their course, so that pupils who have completed these 
studies may take extra Latin and Greek early in their course, and be even 
I with their classes as soon as possible. 
The discussion on this report was long and spirited, participated in by Pres. 
Bateman, of Knox, Drs. Allyn, of Carbondale, Gregory, of Champaign, and 
Edwards, of Princeton, Messrs . Lewis, of Hyde Park, Roberts, of Indian -
-The Secretary of the State Teachers' Association, Miss Mary Allen West, I apolis, Whipple, of Westfield, Mann, of Batavia, and many others. It is a 





*Lee's Academy, 38 3694.7 --1'. J. Lee. 
• Loxa. 
The twenty-third annual meeting of the Illinois State Teachers' Associa- I school men, who feared that its system of equivalents would lead to a "letting 
tion was held in Barrett's Hall, Champaign, Dec. 27,28, and 29, 1876, Edwin \1 down" on the part of the colleges, and believed that any lowering of their 
C. Hewett, Normal, presiding_ ~or the first time, . each Congressional Dis- standards would be suicidal, not only to the colleges, but also to the high 
trict in the state was represented, the aggregate attendance being about four I schools. The report was finally adopted, and the committee continued for 
hundred. These represented every department of our school work-County I another year. 
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In this section, Mr. O. S. Wescott, Chicago, presented a paper of marked 
interest on "Reform in Methods of Teaching Languages, especially Living 
Languages." . 
In the Grammar and lntermechate section, the topic .. How can Music be 
Taught in these Schools?" was ably presented by papers from E. A. I-Iaight, 
Alton, and J. H. Brownlee, Southern Illinois Normal University. The sub· 
ject was fully discussed by Messrs. Mason, Welch, Hill, and others. 
The question, .. What Changes are Desirable in Intermediate Instruction?" 
brought out Messrs. Harvey, of Paris, Williams, of Lawn Ridge, and others. 
One session was held at the Industrial University, at which time Prof. Roos 
read a very interestmg paper on .. Drawing in Public Schools," and illustrated 
his method of teaching by black·board exercises. Nothing during the Asso-
ciation excited more interest than this. At the conclusion, Dr. Gregory 
read a paper by Prof. Kenis, on the same topic. 
In the Primary and Kindergarten section, the first morning was spent in 
the discussion of "Order and Methods in Primary Numbers." Mr. Seymour, 
Blue Island, led the discussion with a paper advocaling the teaching of the 
fundamental principles of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division, 
simultaneously; others followed, some advocating the same method, others 
preferring to teach these pnnciples in couplets-addition and subtraction 
together, then multiplication and division. Messrs. Wells, Raab, Leal, Hall, 
E. C. Smith, Mann, Walker, and Wilson, of Peoria, took part in this discus-
sion . 
Friday morning was occupied by the reading of a paper on "The Kinder· 
garten a Part of the Pubhc School System," by H. Raab, Belleville, and one 
on" How to Make Little Children Truthful," by Mary Allen West, Gales-
burg. Both, especially the first, elicited prolonged and spirited discussion. 
The following resolution was adopted: 
Resolvet!, That the State Association be requested to refer to a special com-
mittee the subject of Kindergartens, with instructions to report at our meet-
ing next year, upon their utility, their progress in this state, and the propriety 
of their further encouragement, especially by legislation." 
At the meeting of the General Association, Friday evening, this resolution 
was reported, and the proposed committee ordered. Mr. H. Raab, Belleville, 
Miss Mary W. Whiteside, Peoria, and Miss Lou Allen, Champaign, were 
appointed said committee. 
GENERAL ASSOCIATION, Thurday P. M.-Pres. Hewett announced the 
the names of the following gentlemen as the committee before ordered on 
changes desired in the School Law: Messrs. Edwards, Princeton; Barge, 
Geneseo; Parker, Chicago; Thomas, Carbondale; Lewis, Hyde Park. He 
. then read the following telegram: 
"INDIANAPOPS, INDIANA, Dec. 27, 1876. 
"E. C. HEWETT, Pres. Illinois Teachers' Association.-The five hundred 
teachers of Indiana, assembled at Indianapolis, send greeting to the teachers of 
their sister state, Illinois. Wishing you all the success you deserve, and a.%ur-
ing you of our purpose to keep even pace with you in your educational work, 
. Yours very truly, \¥. H . WILEY, 
Pres. Teachers' Association, Indiana." 
The President was instructed to respond to this greeting, also to send one to 
the Michigan State Teachers' Association, then in session. 
Mr. Pickard, from Centennial Committee, reported that they found trouble 
in settling with Mr. S. H . White, who had charge of our exhibits-that to 
their certain knowledge he had expended ·S225 of his own money, for which 
he presented no bill; that- in the absence of a bill they could not refund 
this, without orders from the Association. On motion of Mr. Powell, Aurora, 
it was voted unanimously, that the committee be ordered to refund this $225. 
Mr. Pickard also requested the appointment of an auditing committee, to 
examine and pass upon all Centennial accdunts. On motion of Dr. Allyn, 
Messrs . E. L. Wells, E. A. Gastman, and J. P. Slade were appointed said 
committee. Mr. C. I. Parker, chairman of Nominating Committee, reported 
the following nominees, who were elected unanimously: President, Leslie 
Lewis, Hyde Park; Vice-Presidents, one from each Congressional District, 
our space forbids us giving the list; Secretary, Mary L. Carpenter, Rockford; 
Treasurer, J. P. Slade, Belleville; Executive Committee, O. S. Westcott, Chi-
cago, N. C. Dougherty, Mt. Morris, E. A. Haight, Alton. 
Dr. Edwards, from Committee on School Law, and Supt. Wells, from a 
similar committee, appointed hy Superintendents' Association, reported various 
proposed amendments. These two committees were made a joint committee, 
to whom were referred these two reports for consolidation. Said committee was 
also instructed to report methods by which the Legislature should be reached 
on this subject. 
(To b~ conlinu~d.) 
Michigan. 
Editor, LEWIS McLOUTH, Ypsi lanti. 
NORMAL SCHOOL.-The Faculty of the Normal School have adopted, as a part of the work of their regular meetings during the year, the con-
sideration of the following topics: The Psychological Basis of the Science of 
Education; The Languages, Ancient and Modern, as Educational Means; The 
Natural and Physical Sciences, Mathematics, Mnsic, Drawing, and Penmanship, 
as Factors in the work of Education; School Regulations as an Educational 
Force. The treatment of these subjects is in the form of essays by different 
members, followed by discussions. A similar cours~, with a series of profes-
sional questions, was pursued last year, with results of no little interest and 
profit to all concerned. There are, tliis year, in the Michigan Normal School, 
about twenty students who were admitted upon their diplomas from different 
graded schools and colleges in the state, without examination. Such persons 
are usually ahle to complete one of the higher courses· of professional instruction 
in a year. The number of this class of students is gradually 'increasing year 
by year, and thus th~ hope is encouraged that the time is coming when a large 
proportion of those who enter our professional schools, especially the normal 
schools, will come with all the preparation to be secured by a quite complete 
course in the public schools. Of the class of '76 of the Michigan Normal 
School, we notice the following, with the places )Vhere they are t~aching: 
Miss May Erwin, Three Rivers; Miss Abbie Howe, Romeo; Miss Lois Mc-
Mahon, St. Paul, Minn.; Miss Frank St. John, Flint; Miss Carrie Queal, 
Decatur; Miss Frances Wall, Adrian; Mr. A. C. Brower, Caro; Mr. Geo. 
W. Davis, Rochester; Mr. Geo. Grant, Almont; Mr. John A. May, Eaton 
Rapids; Mr. Eugene Miller, Grass Lake; Mr. A. Palmer, Reading; Mr. A. 
J. Rosenberry, L'Anse; Mr. H. C. Rankin, Cassopolis; Mr. W. W. Stockley, 
Assistant·in Normal School, Ypsilanti; Mr. Charles St. John, Rockland; Mt. 
W. W. Wendell, Clinton. 
Of the above, most of the gentlemen are principals, and the ladies precep-
tresses, of the schools with which they are co nnected. 
-Hon. Levi L. Barbour, of Detroit, recently gave a reception to the ven-
erable Dr. Geo. P. Williams, of the University. Dr. Williams' health, all· 
his friends and old pupils will be glad to learn, is somewhat improved. I 
The" old" University men will be saddened to learn of the death of Mrs. 
Dr. Tappan . Her health for some time has been poor, and her death recently 
occllrred at the home of herself and the Doctor, in Switzerland. 
-Mr. E. K. Hill, formerly of Michigan, and a graduate of the Normal 
School, is teaching at folsom, California. . 
-Mr. Jas. L . Spenser is principal of the graded school at Linden, where 
he once before served for two years. He has enrolled 135 pupils, and has, as 
one of his assistants, Miss Ella Webber, a graduate of the Normal School, 
shorter cours~ . Mr. Spenser is himself a graduate from one of the longer 
courses. 
-Miss Jessie Cameron, late a student in the Normal, has just been engaged 
as teacher in a grammar grade in the public schools at Defiance, O. 
-Miss Fannie Beattie, also a student in the Normal, has accepted a place 
in the schools of Manistee, Mich. 
-Principal Miller, of Grass Lake; reports 190 pupils enrolled, 27 in the 
High School, and four teachers. He has a graduating class of 5. 
-A. c. Bro\~er, principal of the Union School, at Caro. Tuscola County, 
reports 240 enrolled during the fall term, and an average attendance of 197. 
In his High School he has 37 pupils. Four teachers arc; employed. Forty-
two pupils were neither absent nor tardy during the term. The local papers 
speak in terms of high commendation of the work of Mr. Brower and h is 
pupils. • 
-Mr. Elbert Seaman and wife (nee Dora Miller), recently of the Normal 
School, are condu~ting successfully lhe graded school at De Witt. 
-Mr. Rohert J. Barr, principal of the graded school at Algonac, reports 
four teachers, 240 pupils enrolled, 37 of them being in the High School. 
-Principal Mills, of Rockland, reports 385 pupils enrolled. He has classes 
in Geometry, Geology, English Literature, and General History. Recent 
additions have been made to the school library, and to the chemical and 
philosophical outfit. Mr. St. John, in the grammar department, is reported as 
earnest and faithful in his work, and everything is moving on without friction. 
Mr. Mills and Mr. St. John are both' graduates of the Normal School, the 
latter of last year's class. 
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Indiana. 
Editor, J. B. ROBERTS, Indianapolis. 
INDIANA STATE ASSOCIATION.-The Indiana State Association held its Annual Meeting at Masonic Hall, Indianapolis, Dec. 26th, 27th, and 
28th. The attendance was somewhat less than in former years, though there 
w~ no abatement of interest and good cheer on the part of those present. 
The most noticeable addresses were those of the President, Wm. H. Wiley, 
of Terre Haute; of W. P. Fishback, Esq., who made the speech of welcome, 
an who, in a very frank and hearty manner, presented the work of the public 
schools as it appears to a"u outsider or layman; of J . L. Pickard, of Chicago, 
who delivered the Annual Address, upon the subject of "Moral Training in 
Public Schools ;" of the Honorable and Venerable R. W . Thompson, who 
discussed the theme, "Are our Publ ic Schools in Danger-from what?" It 
was a satisfaction to know that to a public man and statesman of his high 
standing, the only danger seeming to threaten was from religious fanaticism, 
and that this was by no means a formidable one. . 
A very earnest and able paper was also read by Mrs. M. W. Thompson, of 
the Indianapolis High School, on the "General Culture of Teachers," in 
which all teachers were earnestly exhorted to make men and women of them-
selves, by mingling with people in other walks of life, and by keeping them-
selves in a constantly receptive attitude. 
President E. E. White, of Purdue University, made his introductory bow to 
the teachers of Indiana, and a very fine impression, by the delivery of his fin-
ished lecture on "The Question of the Hour." 
Prof. Campbell, Centennial Commissioner, and one of the fathers of the 
Great Exhibition, treated us to a very fine discourse on "The Centennial Ex-
hibit as an Educator." Among the others who were prominent in the discns-
sions of the meeting, were Lemuel Moss, President of the State University; 
Wm. A. Jones, President of the State Normal School; J. M. Bloss, of Evans· 
ville; W. A. Bell, Geo. P. Brown, and J. J. Mills, of Indianapolis; Pres. 
Martin, of Asbnry; J. H . Smart, State Superintendent, and others. On the 
whole, the meeting was full of interest and profit. 
I STATE NORMAL.-Two years ago the State Board, in connection with the 
Board of Education of Terre Haute (the city High School being in the Nor-
mal building), provided the building with an improved steam heating appa-
ratus, at an expense of $12,000. It has proved a constant source of annoyance 
and expense for repairs, and now will have to be thoroughly overhauled or 
thrown out entirely. Its failure has been attributed to the ignorance or neglect 
of" a cheap janitor. It is now proposed to employ a thorough-going and capa-
ble man for that responsihle position, and to make the balance sheet good by 
employing some cheaper teachers. This last statement needs confirmation. 
GOVERNOR'S MESSAGE.-The farewell message of Governor Hendricks, 
read on the 5th inst. before the Indiana Legislature, contains the following 
sound doctrine: 
" This is probably the last message which I shall address to the Legislature, 
and I beg to repeat what I said in my inaugural four years ago: 'I need not 
urge you to extend a protecting and fostering hand over our free schools, and 
to gnard with anxious care the funds that support them. Coming as you do 
from among the people, you cannot be indifferept to all influence so important 
to their welfare and to the true dignity and strength of the State.' I would 
not now abate anything from any sentiment which I then expressed, but my 
observation, since coming into office, convinces me that the danger to our 
poli'cy and system of common-school education is not to be apprehended from 
any want of popular interest therein, nor from any reluctance on the part of 
the people or their representatives to meet the necessary expenses thereof, but 
from a discontent which is sure to arise should there be carelessness and ex-
travagance in the expenditures of th~ moneys provided for its support. The 
permanence and prosperity of the commo.n·schools require economy and effi-
ciency in that management. " 
EVANSVILI.E.-About a year ago, Willard Carpenter, a wealthy citizen of 
Evansville, made a donation of over $500,000 for the founding of a Univer-
sity, to be known as the Willard University_. By mutual consent of donor 
and trustees, this magnificent donation has been diverted to the purpose of 
establishing a public park, a public library, reading room, and art gallery, all 
to be sufficiently endowed, and to be maintained for the purposes named, and 
to be forever free for the use of all the citizens of Evansville, subject to rules 
to be adopted by the board of trustees. A most wise and sensible diversion, 
assuredly. Let us have no more new colleges or universities for the next 
fifty years, but parks, libraries, galleries of art, and reading rooms, and better 
endowments for any really first-class universities already in existence. 
PURDUE UNIVERSITY.-President E. E. White has just presented to the 
Governor his annual report of this institution. During the past year there 
were 66 students. The present number is 99. Current expenses for the year, 
$14,646.25; and improvements $14,592.67. The University, as re-organized 
under its present management, embraces three departments; the academy, 
college of general science, and the special schools of science and technology. 
The special schools of science and technology contain the following depart-
ments: Schools of agriculture and horticulture, of civil engineering, of 
industrial design, of physics and mechanics, of chemistry and metallurgy, ll.lld 
of natural history. 
Wisconsin. 
OFFICE OF COUNTY SUPERINTENDENT, 
MONTICELLO, Green County, \Visconsin, Jan . 2, 1877. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE WEEKLY: 
THE first number of THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY is before me. I assure you it is a welcome visitor. I trust its work will be appreciated, and 
its influence felt wherever there is a man, woman, or child to be educated, 
throughout the whole country. 
Green County is looking up in educational matters. Believing that a com-
petent corps of teachers is needed more than anything else, just now, we are 
giv ing our attention more particularly to the educating and the training of our 
teachers. We have societies organized in different parts of the county, and 
so arranged that we have a teachers' meeting every Saturday, in some part of 
the county. At these meetings, everything pertaining to the profession of 
teaching is discussed. Methods of teaching receive parttcular attention. 
With good, progressive teachers in the field, our schools must improve. A 
teacher lacking energy, force of character, and good culture, even though 
placed in the best of schools, with all the conveniences that it is possible to 
furnish, will let the school run down; while an earnest teacher, with a just 
appreciation of his important work, and actuated by a love for that work, will 
bl(i ld up and maintain his school almost anywhere. 
In this work of educating and training teachers, I recognize the WEEKLY _ 
as an earnest co-worker, and as such, I most heartily welcome it, and can 
cheerfully recommend it to all who are interested in the subject of education . . 
For the benefit of those teachers who cannot avail themselves of the advan-
tages of our normal chools, and higher institutions of learning, we intend to 
hold a two months' institute each spring and fall. Our first was held in 
Monticello last fall, a~d in our wintcr schools we see some of the results. 
The County has placed $100 at our disposal to defray, in part, the expenses of 
a spring institute . These institutes, held in different parts of the county, 
awaken a very lively interest in school matters, .and patrons, as well as teach· 
ers, may be benefited. Most truly, T. C. RICHMOND. 
-Prof. J. Q. Emery, principal at Fort Atkinson, publishes a full term 
exhibit of the attendance, punctuality, conduct, scholarship, and rank of 
every pupil in the High School. It is the most complete thing of its kind 
that has ever been brought to our attention. It must be not only interesting, 
but valuable, to all connected with tlle school. This report, for the ternl end-
ing December 15. 1876, shows that there were fi"e classes in the school, num-
bering respectively fifteen, eleven, twenty-three, thirty-four, and forty-eight 
pupils, making a total of one hundred and thirty-one pupils in the school. 
Mr. Emery has two assistants, Miss E mma Jenkins and Miss Alice Ewing. 
-Supt. F . W. Isham, of Walworth county, will hold teachers' meetings 
this month as follows: the 13th, at Genoa Junction; the 20th, at Delavan; 
the 27th, at Vienna. The subjects which will be considercd at the first meet-
ing are: Fractions, Common and Decimal; Outline Map of North America, 
contour and relief; Presidential Elections; Colonial forms of Government; 
Conjugation of Verbs; Rules for Spelling; Marking of Vowels in unaccented 
syllables, and of Consonants; School Discipline. At the second and third 
meetings the following subjects will be discussed: Simple Interest; Railroads 
of Wisconsin; Process of Law-making in the State; French and Indian War; 
Infinitives and Participles; Geographical Names; Analysis of Thought; 
Recitations-Objects, Methods. 
-Mrs. Prof. Rockwood is again at her home in Whitewater, having been 
materially benefited in health by her treatment at Delavan. 
f 
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Notes. 
THE ignorance of some of the raw, uncultivated cubs-and even of more pretentious aspirants-who apply for admission to the great universities, 
in both the Old World and the New, is absolutely astounding. Several years 
ago, Prof. Moses Coit Tyler, of Michigan University, published a small se lec· 
tion from his notes of blunders in English mthography by members of the 
upper classes in that institution, many of which are of the most surprising 
character. Quite recently , Prof. Anderson, of the Uni,'ersity of Glasgow, at 
the opening of the School of Medicine, said, that if proof were needed of the 
necessity of a preliminary examination of candidates for admission, it would 
be found in answers given to questions subplitted to candidates by one of the 
Examining Boards. Ex. qr.,-" What is meant by the antiquity of man?" 
Ans.-" The wickedness of man." "The Letters of Junius?" "Letters 
written in the month of June." "The Cl'llsades ?" "A war against the 
Roman Catholics during the last century." "The . first meridian?" "The 
first hOlll' of the day." "To speak ironically ?" "To speak about iron." 
"A Gordian knot?" "The arms of the Gordon family." "The Star Cham· 
ber?" "Place for viewing the stars." "To sit on the woolsack?" "To be 
seated on a sack of wool." "A solecism?" "A book on the sun." "The 
year of jubilee?" "Leap year." 
-The Centennial Year, useful as it has been in prompting studies of Amer· 
ican history and government, seems to have skipped some people wit h it5 
improving influences. The Rev . E . E. Hale, late editor of Old and flew, bears 
witness that within the last six months he has talked with an American lady, 
reputed to be highly cultivated, "who did not know the difference between a 
Senator and a Representative in Congres ." He also says that, visiting a pub· 
lic school and asking a class a question about the BattIe of the Brandywine, 
he found that tbe class had never heard of it, and was me(ely amused at the 
drollness of the name. 
-President Grant does not forget his own obligations to the common·school 
system of his native state, nor those of the COUll try to it. In his recent annual 
message he recommends the compulsory support of free schools, and renews 
his suggestion, that the election franchise should, after a definite time in the 
. future, be allowed only to those who can read and write. The latter would 
he an admissible measure, but one insuperable objection to it now is, that 
under it the education of the freedmen, so desirable on many accounts, would 
he hindered as much as possible by. the Southern whites. 
- The second triennial election of the London School Board, under the 
New Free School Act adopted for the United Kingdom in 1873, has just 
taken place . . The Board oonsists of fifty members, elected from districts in 
numbers proportioned to population. They are voted 'for by the rate·payers-
that is, householders or persons hiring lodgings or paying rent. Women may 
. vote for I1lembers of the Board, or may become m~mbers themselves; and 
four were chosen at this election, among them Miss Helen Taylor, stepdaugh· 
ter of John Stuart Mill. She was elected in spite of her violent onslaught 
upon the clergy during the canvass, in which she declared that the contest was 
one of school boarcjs against clerical despotisms. The clergymen, she said, 
were merely anxious to get the schoolmaster to do the clergyman's' work, but 
in that case they should give up the clergyman's pay. In consequence of the 
aversion of the late Board to all sectarian instruction in the schools, two parties 
had arisen, one siding with the Board, and the other with the denominational 
or church faction. A very exciting and spirited contest was had; but the reo 
suit is the complete vindication of the Board, a large increase of liberal memo 
bers, and virtual instructions from a large majority of the rate· payers 10 keep 
all dogmatism out of the schools. The result is a decided triumph for Eng· 
Iish liberalism and for anti·sectarian instruction in public schools everywhere. 
-President Angell, of Micbigan 'University, has lately come into possession 
of a copy of tbe Laws of Yale College, as they stood in 1707. Among the 
queer statutes of the President and Fellows, is one ordaining that, " Whereas, 
the marriage state is very incongruous with a state of pupilage in this college, 
it is ordered that if any undergraduate shall contract matrimony he shall be 
dismissed from college." 
-The famous Mount Holyoke Seminary has propagated itself with gl'eat 
success in various parts of this country; ·and 'now it has two hopeful daughters 
in South Africa. Two or three ye~rs ago ·a seminary, taught by its graduates 
and managed on Miss Lyon'S plan, 'was organized in one of the coast towns of 
Cape Colony, which led to the establishment of preparatory schools in neigb-
boring towns under similar managemept. . Their success prompted the decision 
to found a second seminary in the interior of the Colony, at Graaf Reinet; 
and in July last Miss Thayer,~of Ncw Hampshire, and Miss Ayres, of 
Massachusetts, both graduates from the South Hadly institution, sailed for the 
Cape to begin their work at the new "Midland Ladies Seminary." The 
Graaf Reinet Herald, of Oct. I !th, publishes a cordial welcome to them. 
Buildings had already been erected for the school. 
- The average state legislator is 'often successful in stultifying himself very 
thoroughly ; but he seldom reaches such dizzy heights of success as that 
Virginia statesman who the other day intro.duced into the Legislature of hIS 
state a bill excluding from the public schools children whose fathers or guar· 
dians, from improvidence or dissipation, neglect to pay the capitation ~ax. 
This is visiting the sins of the fathers upon the children ill a spirit not exactly 
Biblical. In fact it is an extremely silly and wholly improper _bit of proposed 
legislation. 
-Dr. Kneeland, Superintendent of the Indian School upon the Onondaga: 
reservation, in Western New York, begins to despair of success in the prepa· 
ration of the aboriginal tribes for American citizenship. He says in his late 
report: 
"During the eighteen years of my care of the Indian school in this 
central nation of the famous I roquois Confederacy, enough time has elapsed to 
enable me to take sight over the preceding years and get the range of progress. 
And candor compels me to say that the view is not flattering to me as a super· 
intendent, or to my proteges as specimens of human development. More 
than 200 yeaTS of trial has been made by devoted men, such as Brainard and 
Eliot; of New England, Kirkland, of Oneida county, New York, and many 
other devoted missionaries and teachers, to civilize and Christianize this singu· 
lar race of men, and fit them for citizenship. But the testimony of our earliest 
Presidents in their messages to Congress differs very little from that of those 
nearly a century later. In the earlier ones-as that of Thomas Jeflerson-
we find more of hope and less of piety in regard to the aborigines than are 
found in the ntterances of our last Presidents. After more than a century 
of missions and schools among the Indians, no chief magistrate of this emi· 
nently democratic nation, of which universal suffrage has become the chief 
corner·stone, ventures to recommend making the Indian a voter." 
-We clip the following from the New York Scltool Journal of December 
23d. "It is a custom pretty well settled in this country, that assistant teachers 
hold their places at the will of the real authority of the college or school-be 
this president, principal, or trustees. This leads to hardship, but it is a part' of 
our educational common·law. "Vhen a man finds he is to be put out of his . 
place, the usual plan is to allow him to resign." The doctrine that subordi· 
nate teachers in an institution of learning cannot so demean themselves as to 
be subject to dismissal, is an original i!lVention with the Normal School Board, 
or a majority of it, in Minnesota. This singular collection of novices in 
school management recently took the preposterous position that no such power 
resided in a principal whom it had left w'ithout funds, or other support, to ope· 
rate a st~te institution, even though the offenders could have been proven to be 
raving 'maniacs. The absurdity of the doctrine beCOl:\leS more apparent when 
it appears, from the action of the board, that tlle subordinates are in all cases 
se lected by the principals, and may, in any case, be dropped from the rolls at 
the option of the executive officers above mentioned. This, and other similar 
cases in Minnesota, illustrate the folly of confiding great public interests' to 
the hands of weak place·hunters, aspiring politicians, and worn out clergymen, 
totally incompetent to deal with questions demanding the exercise of moral 
courage and practical wisdom. The WEEKLY insists that men disabled f~om 
duty in other callings are 'not the men to meet the grave responsibilities of 
educational leaders, or establish precedents at war alike with ~vholesome dis· 
cipline and sound common sense. 
-The first number of the New Jersey Public SchOoi Journal has come .to 
hand. It is ~ three column quarto, of twelve pages, published by Mr. C. J. 
Majory, at Bloomfield, and is edited by Messrs. Majory and Ballard. The 
leading articles are: "Wh~t constitutes a model class;" "The Teach~r Ques. 
tion;" "Growth in Knowledge .;", "How to make a School Attractive;" and 
an amusing "Pedagogic Antique," by th.e Rev. Samuel Lockwood. The 
journal is a monthly publication, at one dollar a year. We wish it an abun-
dant success. The educators of N~w Jersey should give it a hearty support. 
Odds With Th~ Enemy,' an amateur drama. By T. S. Dennison. Tllis is 
the first of a series of dramas which the author purposes to write fo~ school 
and amateur entertainments, and if the succeeding ones shall be as gooc\ as 
the first, we predict for them a large demand. "0dds With The Enemy" is 
exceedingly well adapted to the capacities of pupi ls, and the story itself is 
sufficiently entertaining to keep up the interest of the au~ience, should any 
character be poorly presented. 
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PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT. copies of each number, in order that we may be able to supply them for bind-ing. It is probably unnecessary for us to recommend that each subscriber 
preserve the successive numbers as they appear, as nearly every one will wish 
to have his volume bound, and will preserve them without such advice. The 
WEEKLY will make two volumes a year, each of over three hundred pages, 
and the reading matter contained in a volume will be invaluable in future 
years. 
EVERY article which appears in the successive numbers of the WEEKLY is paid for by the publishers, and no contributions can be accepted which 
are not worth paying for. We wish to emphasize this fact, as it is the best 
kind of evidence that what appears in the columns of the WEEKLY is of 
superior merit. A monthly journal of education can with difficulty pay the 
expenses of publication, and a fair salary to its editor. Its subscription list Ig 
limited, and its advertising patronage meagre. The quality of the writing 
done for its columns must therefore be such as can be procured without cost, 
and necessarily less valuable than that which commands a price. Our readers 
may rest assured that in these columns they will find nothing that is printed 
simply to fill ~pace; every line of every number is worth reading carefully. 
That which cosl~ the subscrCber only two dollars and a half costs the puhlish. 
ers many times as much, and were it not for the fact that we have several 
thousand subscribers, who, in the aggregate, pay us more than the cost of our 
contributions, we could not afford to furnish so good a paper every week. In 
addition to this, the liberal patronage of advertisers enables us to print and 
publish the paper in the very best style. For all of which we are thankful. 
-Vole would like to receive at least one subscription from every village of a 
thousand inhabitants, and not less than one for every additional thousand . ' 
Every principal is invited to send us a club. Five yearly subscriptions can be 
obtained for ten dollars. The first numbers of the WEEKLY are "taking" well, 
as will he seen from the following: 
With its large corps of able editors, it will undoubtedly attain a large circu-
lation among practical educators.-Paw Paw Trul! Norl/ur1ur. 
I ts editors comprise some of the best known educators in the ' '''estern States. 
-Ch.icago Timl!s. . 
From the appearance :\Ild worth of the number before me, I am sure the 
WEEKLY will be a welcome visitor.-J . A. BEATTIE, Bedford, Indiana. 
I like the first number very much.-Pror. CHARLES A. MOREY. 
-The whole of th~ first ·number of the WEEKLY, and a few copies of the 
second, were sent fo subscribers with the edges uncut, but so many good 
advisers recommended the trimming of the leaves, that we yielded to their 
opinion, and now send out the paper with the top and front edges trimmed. 
This will make the margin a very little narrower when the volume is bound, 
but for such as prefer to have a wide margin, we shall preserve a few hundred 
I am pleased with the journal. Its management, tone, and intent are good. 
Miss S. P. BARTLETT, South Dartmouth, Masg. 
A glance through its columns shows variety, scholarship, and earnestness. 
-NroJ E,zglatzd :Journal of Education. 
A handsome, new, sixteen page magazine, intended to fill a want long felt. 
-Chicago Evening :Joumal. 
EDWARDS' SCHo.o.L RECORDS 
DAILY AND MONTHLY. 
The DAILYis a Teacher's Register and 
Class-book Complete. 
Designed for Recording in a complete and systemRtic man-
ner, and presenting in one view , 
A DAlLY RECORD OF THE ATTENDANCE, 
DEPORTMENT, AND RECITATIONS 
OF PUPILS FOR ONE MONTH. 
THE Mo.NTHLY presents at o.ne V£~w 
a Monthly Record if the same for o.1U 
Y~ar, and C01JtahlS also a complete Yearly 
Summary if all Statistics usually reported 
by Pn-1lcipals and Superintendents. 
II The plan is simple, cond~~J and comprehensive. I do 
not know of a bctter.'"-T. w. BICKNRLl. , Editor N. E. 
Y_r",u 0/ EducatiOlI. 
if I have to-day ~ven them examination, and am prepared 
to ny that I conSIder them among the very best of those 
highly import2nt necessities in the school-room . I think it 
will be easier with the.m to keep full records.l which shall be 
of real worth to the scltool and pupil.u-KOBRRT ALLYN, 
Pru . .54. Ill. Normal U,.ifl~rsitJ'. 
H I bo~ it will prove the success th~t it looks to be."-
Wl\I. T. HARR)S, S .. ;f. Sclcools, St. Loms. 
The special features of EDWARDS' SCHOOLRECORDS which 
recommend them as superior and preferable to any others, 
are the following : 
1. Comj/~tnuss. Every item of interest Jl.Ortaining. to 
the connection of a pupil WIth a school is proVIded for on a 
single page. 
2.. Simplicity. It-is necessary to write the pupil's name 
only ~nce a term in the Daily Record for a complete record 
of hIS attendance, deportment, and scholarship in each 
branch of study. His name written once in the Monthly 
Record answers for a year. And in each of these-the dally 
and the monthly-the several items of attendance and scholar-
ship, and the, averages, arc so recorded that they are easily 
seen at one VlCW. .! 
3· Cluaj1lus. A comparison of EDWARDS' SCHOOL 
~ECORDS with those commonly used in the schools, WIll sat-
ISfy aDY one that they are the cheapest, all things consid-
ered, that can be found . Their cost is a little more than 
half that of the complete systems now in' use. 
The Daily contains 48 pages, 8~ hy 10* inches, 10 names 
~n a page. The MOIItMy contains '40 pages, 8~ hy 10~ 
Inches, .. names on a page. 
EDWAIU>S' DAlLY ScHOOL RECORD,75cts. 
EDWAltDS' MONTHLY SCHOOL RE<i0RD, $3. 
Specimen copies of either lent for examination on receipt 
of one-half price. . 
,\ddasI the publlshen, 
WINCHELL 8< KLEIN, 
170 Clark street, C~ICAGO! 
" Unquutiollaol)' tlte oest Sltstaill~d ."ork 0/ tlu kind I CHI C AGO. S CH 0. 0. L 0. FAR T 
in tic_ ~Vorld." And Drawing and Painting Academy. Oil, Water 
H ARPER'S .MAGAZINE. ILL US TRA TED. 
TERMS : 
Postage free to a ll Subscribers in the United Stales . 
HARPER'S MAGAZISE, one year, $4 .00 
$4.00 includes prepayment of U . S. pOSL.'ge by the pub-
lisners. 
Su.fJscripti01I.f to HARPEH'S MAGAZINB, WBRKLY, and 
BAZAR t o olle tldd7'CSS /01' one year, $10.00; or, I'lUo 0/ HarjJe~'s Peri'odicn/s . to 0111 address /nr one year, $7.00; 
;ostag~ /r". 
A .. Extra Coh' 0/ dtller tlt~ MAGAZINe, WeEKLY-,- or 
BAZAR •• ill be m;pli~d gratis for roer, CillO 0/ nVE 
SUBSCRIBERS at $4.00 ~(lcll, in DIU relllittallce; ~,., Six 
Copies _for $20,00, '1uifltout extra COP)': jostage free . 
}Jack Numhers can be supplied a t any time. 
The Volumes of the IIlag(uinc commence with the Num-
bers for June and December of each year. Subscriptions 
may commence with any number. \Vhc,?- no l.ime is spe~i­
fied, it WIll be understood that the subscnber WIshes to begin 
with the first number of the curren t volume, and back num-
bers will be sent accord ingly . 
A Complete Set of HARPER'S Mf\G:AZIN.E, no!" com-
prising 53 Volumes, in neat cloth binding, will be sent bl 
express, freight at expense of ~urchaser, ~or $2 .25 per vo -
ume. ShzCLc ftolllllles, by mati" poslpa/d., $3.00. Cloth 
cnses, for binding, 58 cents, by malf. postpaid. 
A Complete Analytical Index to ~e first Fifty Vo!umes 
of HARPER'S MAGAZINE hM Just been published, 
rcnderi ng ava.i1able for refer~nce the vast a.nd . varied wealth 
of information which constitutes thiS perlo(ilcal a perfect 
illustrated literary cyclopedia . . 8vo, Cloth, $3.00; Half 
Calf, $5,'5. Sent postage prepaId. 
Ne7t1sjajt'rs are not /n copy this adllertislllunt witll-Ollt 
tke express order 0/ HARPER BROTHERS. 
Address HARPER & BROT;rERS, New York. 
THE Bo.o.K Fo.R THE TIMES. 
ANDREWS'S 
MANUAL OF THE CONSTITUTION; 
Desigwed /01" inS/rite/ion z·,, · the dlttiesJ._06lig-ati01:s, and 
rig-hi' 0/ citizmshij. By ISRARL \V ARD ANDRBws, 
President lIfaridla Collcge. 
From a Rroil!"lu /Jy tlte Nc'l(} York Natioll: 
Andrews's Manual records in detail the organization and 
growth of each department of the Government and shows 
the Constitution to be something more than the skeleton 
framework of '87 plus a certain number of amendments. • 
$; • • In each aspect of its usefulness the work cannot fail 
to meet with approval, and as a i.xt-hook it is 6y all odds 
THE BEST 0/ its kh.d. 
Price, $1.50. Liberal terms on supplies for first introduc-
tion into ochools . 
WILSON, HINKLE 8< CO., 
Cincinnati and New York, 
fllflif"'f' !,cI~~tic !,d .. c~tio1lpJ Series, 
Colors, India Ink , Painting, Pastel, Crayon Sketching, 
Object and'Antique Drawing, Modeling, Sculpture, :Mechani -
cal and Architectural Designing. Oil and Water Color 
Painting, a specialty. A few pupils can be accommodated al 
residence of manager. 
PROF. M. H. HOLMES, 
Manager Rnd Proprietor. 
8g6 Indiana Av., ChIcago. 
A GENTS WANTED 
POR 
THE ONI.Y COMPLETE AND SATISFACTORY 
Life of Dr. Lzvz'ngstone 
EVER PUBLISHED. 
The whole story of the Great Explorer's early life, and of 
his Travels, Adventures, Rnd Wonderful Experiences in 
Africa, as told by' h imself, in his personal narratives and 
last journals. 1 he best selling work ever issued For 
terms and circulars, address 
u. 
:J. H. CHAMBERS &> CO., 
305 LOCUST Street, St. Louis, Mo. 
R IDPATH'S 
S. HISTORIES. 
Endorsed as THE BEST by Educators everyw,here. 
roo,ooo Copi~s in Uu. 
Teachers and School Officers are cordially invited to send 
for Specimen pages, including samples of the Maps, Charts, 
Diagrams, etc. 
JONES BROTHERS & CO., Publishers, 
CHICAGO, PHILADELPHIA, CJNCINNATI. 
A_ H. ANDREWS (7 CO. 
213 WABASH AVENUE, 
CHICAGO 
Largest manufacturers of 
School, Chttrch &- o.ffiu 
Furniture if ev~ry kind. 
Q-Selld for lIlultrat~d l;atalOfues, 
